MOLLIS

MOLLIS — Antidecubitus emergency trolley mattress
Patients often have to stay in the emergency ward for a long time, this makes it essential that
this time is convenient and that it doesn’t create further complications for the patient.
Mollis emergency trolley mattress has great pressure relief in comparison to other emergency
mattresses and therefore reduces the risk of the patient developing pressure sores.
The mattress is equipped with a wear-resistant comfortable surface layer.
The bottom surface slides easily on most surfaces. Handles are placed along each side of the
mattress for easy handling and patient transfer. We offer two different kind of handles to better suit each emergency ward needs.
Mollis emergency trolley mattress can be equipped with a pillow (which are available in two
different shapes) to create a comfortable stay for the patient

MOLLIS — Antidecubitus emergency trolley mattress

Foam
The foam core consists of two
comfortable layers which gives
a soft and pressure-relieving
mattress. The special foam core
also provides for longer stay
on the mattress. The top of the
mattress is made of memory foam and the bottom of high
quality cold foam.
The mattress height is 10cm and both layers (that are
glued together) are 5 cm in height.

Cleaning
Cleaning the surface should be done with soap based detergents. Under no circumstances may chlorine preparations be used! Disinfection of the mattress should be done
with Alcohol based detergents with surfactants.
Would odour remain after the mattress is cleaned, use lemon essence on a damp cloth and wipe off the mattress.

2382
This mattress has 6 welded
handles on each side. This
is the same successful construction as Järven Rescue
mattress.

2380
The textile handles shown
here are made as the original Mollis. A proven quality
product.

Pillows for Mollis are available in two different models;
this picture shows standard
pillow (23810) the other
model is made of memory
foam.

The pillow can be fastened
with strap and buckle. Mollis is also fitted with a valve
to adjust air pressure inside
the mattress in case of
heavier patients.

Warranty
2 years on manufacturing flaws
Quality proof
Mollis Emergency room mattress is manufactured after
your order and is marked with year, week and order number which is stamped on the mattress one short side.
Alternate material
Mollis is also available in welded PVC coated cover. This
option is for wards with higher durability demands and
lower comfort demands.

Art. No			Information			Size (LxBxH)
2380 			
PU 3 textile handles 		
190-205 x 60 x
2380-PVC 		
PVC 3 textile handles 		
190-205 x 60 x
2382 			
PU 6 welded handles
190-205 x 60 x
2382 -PVC 		
PVC 6 welded handles 		
190-205 x 60 x
23813 		
Flex pillow			
47 x 26 x 9cm
23810 		
Standard pillow			
50 x 60 cm
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Alternate sizes are available on special order. Handled mentioned in Information is ”number per side”
Fulfills: SS 876 00 01
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